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by R. DEKEYSER
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Synopsls
Ilartfree-Fock corrections for the Boltzmann-Vlasov equation are derived in R.P.A.

Írom the Wigner distribution function in second quantization, and applications are
made to the dielectric constant of an electron gas. From this, the screening length of a
degenerate electron gas is rednced by about 35o/o.

Introd.uction Classically, all kinds of transport properties are most easily
described with the local occupation function Í(P, R, l), which gives the pro-
bability for finding at time I a particle with momentum p at the space
point R. This function obeys the Boltzmann equation

AÍdív

a + P'7oÍ + R'VRÍ -
aÍl

_t

At lcottisions

We will consider the case where a periodic external field is applied whose
frequency is so high that the short-distance collisions can be completely
neglected. If those collisions are characterized by a relaxation time z, this
means that we must have oor>. l. On the other hand, Iong range interactions
between the particles cannot be neglected. If this interaction is described
by the two-body interaction potential a(r), it gives rise to a mean potential
energ"y (the Hartree potential)

' Vn(R) : J dr u(r) [ dp' Í(p', R I r, t).

This suggests that we should have a Hartree-term in the Boltzmann equation
AS

{4+4h:idru(r} Ï un','rro" R + r't))'(v,t(p,R,t))'

If we consider our particles as quantum objects, this cannot be the only
contribution from the long range interactions: the Hartree-Fock theory
predircts that we should also have a contribution from the exchange inter-
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action, but it is not so easy to guess its expression. Besides, there is an

infinite number of higher oid", 
"ott"ctions, 

which may be obtained from

exact dynamical theories. Those can be elaborated, both classically and

qlrr"r,toá-*echanically, with a B.B.G.K.Y.-hierarchy of equations or with

óreen-function techniquesl). If we are only interested in the Hartree-Fock

contribution, we can d]erive it in a much easier \May from the one-particle

wigner distribution function, written down in second quantization. This

is done in the tirst section'
In the second section, we consider an external field with given frequency

and wavevector, and we make the usual random phase approximations'

Longitudinal and transverse modes are .separated. 
by symmetry con-

sideiations. In the third section, l'e derive formal expressions for the

longitudinalandtransversedielectricconstantofasystemofcharged
p"rïi"t"r, with inclusion of the Hartree-Fock correction. In the last two

àections, this is applied to some real situations. Whereas the corrections are

negtigibie tot 
" 

ftigft-temperature plasma, this is not so for the degenerate

"t"""tio' 
gas, where a remarkable influence is found on the static longitudinal

dielectric constant, describing the screening of the interparticle forces.

$ l. Deriaation ol the quantum Bol'tzmann equation lor a gas of ckarged'

pàU,ct* in a rapid,iy o,sciíl,ating field,. We shall take the Wigner distribution

function, writtón in second quantization, as the quantum analogue of the

classical Boltzmann distribution function2) :

Í(p, R,t) (r)

where the ()-brackets indicate the expectation value of the operators in

some system or ensemble, which we do not specify for the moment; ry'" and

,/ are the creation and annihilation operators for our particles, obeying Fermi

statistics.
The time derivative of this distribution function is

oÍ(P, R, t)

at

This can be calculated. from the Heisenberg equation

: u{ure-i(p rh) (*(*.(. - +,')t(. ++,n) (2)

AXif, ":^: 
- lX, H),

at

where the brackets indicate the commutator and Í/ is the Hamiltonian. For

the operator X we must take the product $*r! hom the definition of the

l-function. The Hamiltonian of a gas of particles with charge ,, mass m and

(3)
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(r ,t)

(4)

nan
with

two-body interaction u(r) in an external field (Á, @) is given by

H (t) : * lu,r. o. o 
Qnr 

+ 1,qe, 0)' *v, o +,[u,r rr, t) g. (r, t) {tzmJ

+ +JutJu r' {*(r, t) **(r', t) v(r - r') t(r', t) {t(r, t).

As we are especially interested in the linear response of our system o
external field, we neglect the term wilh A2, and we consider only fields
a specific frequency and wave number:

A(t,t): Isih'r-iat,
@(r,t) - O eik'Í-i@t-

Furthermore, we choose these fields in the Coulomb gauge, such that

k.A:0.
The Hamiltonian can then be written as a sum

H(t) :3 u,Vl

with 
j:L

Ht(t) : 
[u,,t.{,,r{- + t}*V, tl

H z(t) : I ur,l,. 1r,, {# Ae, t) . r} *V, O

f
Hs(t) : e I dr @1r, t) *"(r, t) $(r, t)

J

tf
HA(t) : + I d" I dr' t!"(r, t) **(r', t) a(r - r') {(r' , t) t!(r, t).JJ

Consequently, 0ll0t will also contain four parts:

at _i(l.r\E: ,!,\* ),

(s)

(6)

(7)

with

(#),: -#" l a' "-n'n''"([*" (" - t,,-(. + +,'), ",u,])
The first part is easily evaluated as

(W#U): _ fi.roy6,n,q. (B)
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The second part is

ee#4),: #"f a,.-n,o", (o (" . +)

r.(* - +),r(". ;)+ a (* - +) {,r.(* - +)lr(R . ;)),
where we omitted the time variables to simplify the notation. This can be

worked out by partial integration of half of the gradients: we write e.g.

,r(^. +): (L,vn * v,) r(" * t)
and perform a partial integration in z, taking account of the space-de-

pendence of the vector potential (5) and the transversality condition (6).

This yields

(u!@#!),: #o,*,,) {+r^Q (, * T,*,,)+
+r(a - +,*,,))-,+QQ + +,*, )-,(, - T, *,,))\ (e)

For ft : O, this part adds up to the first part (8) to give exactly one of the

terms of the usual Boltzmann equation, because

Ê- P 
- 

t 
A.

%4, ylLc

Evaluation of the third part yields

/ aÍ@, R,t) \ 2nie
(, t )r: h4'

. 
Ju, "-n,n',', (o(. . ;) -'(* - +))(*.(* - +)r(. . ;))

For slowly varying fields, a first-order Taylor expansion of the potentials

about R transforms this into

(W#I),* tv^o(R)).vnt(p, R,t), (ro)

which is another term of the classical Boltzmann equation, as

b : mit + L e : eE I L A : -eVne.cc
If field the varies in space as a single Fourier component, as we supposed
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in (5), we obtain the exacter result

-f o(R,,) t( p++,R,r- ,(n- h!,R,,)) 
(1

- a(* * + -'')) (*.(. - +)*.v)*?l *(n ";)) (12)

1)

The last part is the hard one. It cannot be expressed exactly with the

same f-functions, because it contains the expectation value of four operators

This formula describes in principie the rate of change oÍ Í(p, R, l) due to

all the interactions between our particles. However, if we consider fields

whose frequency is so large that the period 2nla is much smaller than the

relaxationlime for the collisions, r'e do not need to consider the complicated

contributions from the collisions. The particles do not have time to collide'

Or rather: they are moving very rapidly about their equilibrium positions,

and if a collision would have taken place in the equilibrium situation, it will

still take place and almost in the same \May. The rapid oscillations supel-

imposed ón the mean movement of the particles will not appreciably

influence the collísion process if the period of the oscillations is smaller than

the mean collision time.
If we do not have to consider collisions, there is still an other interaction

that may be important: the mean interaction. All particles.situated in a
single piane orthogonal to the vector É are subjected to the same field

stràngtLs Á and @, and there will be a reaction on these fields that is also

the same over that whole plane. An other plane some distance away feels

another field, and shows another reaction' So, due to the phase difference

of the fields on these planes, there will be a different mean behaviour on two

such planes. This can possibly give rise to some mean interaction between

the particles on such planes, disturbing the original direct action of the field

on the particles.
To in_vestigate this, we can apply on formula (12) an approximation that

reveals such mean interactions: the Hartree-Fock approximation' In our

notation, this apProximation saYs

<É.(rr) *.(rz) *(rs) *(rn)> = (,lf (r1) *(r+)><*.vz) /("a)> -
- (É.(rr) *(rs)><*.(rr) r/(rn)>. (13)

Jhe first term is the Hartree term, the second the exchange term' we give

these names also to the respective contributions to 0ll0t, abbreviated by



(f/) and (EX). After some straightforward transformations, they become

(4#4)": # !u, "-un.,n) IdR,u6,y tao, 
en@,.,th).

.lur',ro', R,t) x 
Q(n',R 

+ R' - +,,) - t(n,,, *+ R, + t, r)) un

and

(sLt#)u,:#[u'' !u* Iuo'J@""*n t+
(p.(r" - r') + p'.r' - p'.r')\ *

x (u(r,) - ,(r,,)) f (0,, n * l, ,)t(n,, * * +,) (rs)

The first order Taylor expansion of the difference between the two l-
functions in the Hartree contribution (14) equals - after partial integration
in r - the classical Hartree contribution, as written down in the introduction.
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$ 2. Linearization ol the Boltzmann equation and. rand,om phase approxi-
mation. The usual procedure to obtain the linear response of the system on
disturbing fields, is to conjecture

Í(P, R,t) - Ío(p) * Ít(p, R,t) (16)

where 16 is the equilibrium distribution function, satisfying the Boltzmann-
equation in the absence of the fields, and 11 is the disturbance. For weak
fields

h 4lo'
which permits to linearize the Boltzmann-equation in 11 and the field
strengths. lo does not depend on time, and in the homogeneous case not on
the space variable R. The obvious assumption for the space-time dependence
of 11 is given by

Í{p, R,t) : Ít(p) "ik'R-iat,
called the random phase approximation (R.P.A.). If we use all these as-
sumptions in the formulas of the previous section, we obtain the following
linearized equation:

(^ - +* Jun'' (+)B.n)) Í,Q,) :
{-'* + #e.p -lap'Í,(p')0n, - ,(";L))}",t, (,2)
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where a(k) is the Fouriertransform of u(r)

a(k)

which we assume to be an even function: a(k) - a(-k), and

n@):+Q,Q.q-t'(o -+))
If we make the assumption that our system is isotropic, which means that

ls is really only a function of lpl, this equation divides automatically in a

iongitudinal and a transverse part. Indeed, let us consider a transformation

T in the momentum space, which rotates all impulses ovel. an angle z

around the wavevector ft, or

.+l

T(p)

k x (k x p)
r@)-P+2

h2

some functions will be invariant under this transformation, as e.g.

(,-+), Ío(p)and B(p).

other functions will change sign und.er this transformation. Due to the

transversality condition (6), we have e.g.

A.T(P): -A'P.
The unknown function fi(p) can always be written as a sum of an invariant

part, and a part which changes sign. We define in this way

Ít(P) : Í{ (P) + ÍL (D Qo)

lf (r(p)) : +Í{(P)' (2t)

invariant part of equation (17) from the rest, we get

(t B)

(1 e)

where

If \Me separate the
the two equations

/ k.p \la- - lll(P) :
\ rn /'- 

\4/

+

p)+

- B(p') Í{ @)) (22)

a'l) r1

Í{ (p')

- a(k) I dpt'lf ((-'*

J' 
uo' ' (=t:-) ruor
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(,-+)Í,@):-L e.p B(p) +

* [un', (=n) t or Í,(p') - B(p,) Ít@D. e3)

Note that we used the obvious equality

I dp'Ír(p'): I dp'Í{(p').
In this way, \Me arrive at different equations for the scarar and. vector

potentials. The first equation will permit us to calculate the longitudinal
dielectric constant, the latter one will give us the transverse dielectric
constant, both described in the next section.

until now, we completely neglected he spin d.egeneracy. rf we would take
account of it, we should obtain only one correction: the second. term in
formula (13), where we introduced the Hartree-Fock correction, should
vanish for interactions between particles with different spin. rnstead of
going through all the trouble with spin-indices, we may as well correct for
this fact by dividing the exchange term in (22) and (23) by the degeneracy
g : (2s f l), which in most practical cases will be equal to 2.

$3. The dielectric constant. For obtaining an expression for the longi-
tudinal dielectric constant, we may analyse (22), especially the brackets
in the first term of the right hand side

-eY : -eQ - a(k) I dp Í{(p).
@ isihe potential of the externally applied field D, or D : - V<D : -ik@.Due to the interaction between the particles, we have added to eg) the term

u(k) I dp Í{ (p).

This means that Y will be the potential for the real longitudinal electric
field: Ez : -VV : -ikY, and we arrive at the formula

D
*I'
ar

E
a(k) I ap Í{ (p)

EY

a
1
t

Y (24)

The most practically way to solve the equation (22) f.or ll (f) i, by iteration:

Ílr(p) k.7t '

Ílr@):Í{r(p) ++
*

etc ...

--*

I uo'' (=L) e @) Í{,(p') -- B (p') Í{'@)),

Raf
Rechthoek
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The expression for the longitudinal dielectric constant in the seconditeration-
approximation is then, with the correction for spin degeneracy,

el(k,a)-1+ n@)

--la
0)

rn

a(h)j.t

*$f .'
k.p
rn

OJ

1r
( (,) k'P'
\rn

with

Bearing in mind that for the Coulomb potential ,(k) : 4vszlftz and using

I ap A@): O, it is easy to verify that one arrives at the same result (25).
It is well known that the screening of the electrostatic potential in a

plasma can be derived from er(Ê, 0). If this can be written as I f (h)'):2,
one obtains for the effective potential

There is an other way of arriving at the same expression, namely from

et: I + 
4ni 

o,

D.k

, J, *JdPri@):k
Rlr1, -*J'u,Er ik 

?rY)
e

Yk\: 4ne
\ / 

kzet (k, 0)

4ne

k2 + 1-2
(26)

For the transverse part of the electric field, given by Etr : ioAlc,threrc
is no extra charge density, because ! dp Íl (p) : O and thus no Hartree
interaction term. There is however a transverse cuffent in the direction
of. A:

1-

: p.A
A

:*f.r r@t(o -+^)IwÍ@)ea(p)

{*j.' ÍL@)
nez ),4.
rnc )

z is the spatial density of our charged particles: n : I dp Ío(p). This gives
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4ni 4nc ftr
etr:l + otr:l * " =, :

(t) lr

4nnez + 4n:'r^ 
I uo rru4o-^',.- ; - **' ril,')'fl' J

On lf (p), we apply the same kind of iteration as before on ll (p) , we correct

for the spin degeneracy, and we arrive so at

e,r(k, a): 1 - !# * #fu :%(+)'t- 
'nx

+ 2!^e= 
I u, lon,,(P -P'1',p1)B(p').rnoor"J J \ /t' /

A.p / A.P' A.P \
.A(A-ll,,z\

k.p I k.p' k.P I\o)-rn\fnrnl

$ 4. A.P\lication to & degenerete electron ges. A system

particles at zero temperature is described by

Ío(f)-[2h-s 
ir Pafo

[o if p]fo.

The Fermi-momentum f o tsdetermined from the densit y rL

usually introduced dimensionless parameter ts, giving
electron distance, measured \Mith the Bohr-radius as unit:

can be seen to be related

\Me will calculate ut(k,

hk

The first approximation
interparticle distance. If
non-relativistic particle

of spin + Fermi-

(28)

the mean inter-

4n(r tao)s _ I

3 n'

to the Fermi-mornentum bY

4mez# 
- (0,66 ...) rr.

nft,po

0) and etr (k, o) with the approximations

4fo and kfo 4m*.

restricts us to wavelengths larger than the mean

a - kc, the second approximation is valid for all
velocities. Consequently, we may approximate
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The usual
with Qe):

n@) as

B(p) --, ft.veÍr@)- - ï# à(p - fo). (2s)

expression f.or eI is derived from combining the first terms in (25)

et(k, o) : I + # # 4nps - I + 0,66 r,(#)'
Yet, it is not necessary to use the approximation (29) for B(p), as those
terms of the dielectric constant can be calculated exactly, which was done
by Lindha.6s;. An expansion of his results in powers of. h,h,l/o yields

'ld1"

IC

dl

th

I

To obtain
(2s):

32nZeaft,zrn\

kh6

Details of the integration can be found in the appendix. Our approximation
is then

et(k,o): (l - 0,055 16) + 0,66r,(14)' (t I o,tz ru). (31)

The easiest way to understand this result, is to construct the effective
Coulomb potential, as in (26),

er(k,o): I + 0,66r,(x+)1 -o,oss rs*,((#)',)

exchange correction, we substitute (29) in the last term of

à(P - fo) à(P' - fo)
lp - p'l'pa

(30)

Y(k):
,v r v,vv,"\n 

) I _0,055rg

This suggests that the quantum corrections influence the screening of a
charge in such a way that one feels a higher effective charge and a shorter
screening length. For some metallic electron densities, where the value
rs: 5 can be obtained, the effective charge is about 40o/o higher and the
screening length is reduced by about 35o/o.

For the transverse dielectric constant, we expand all the denumerators in
(27) in powers of (k.plma). The first terms give the usual expression, also
calculated by Lindhard:

etr(k,a):t- Y:(t+:L\
m(az \ Smzaz /
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The last term of (27)

ffij unlun'

gives as first contribution the quantity (see appendix) :

à(P - Po) à@' - fo) (k. p)(k'p') '

!+) _ -'?^u='ey: (32)
A ) Srnzaalt, \

The dielectric constant

lp - P'l'P'o
A.1t ( A.P'

l-

A\A
becomes

(33)

For normal metals Folm - 10? c.g.s. and ezlh: 3,5 107 c'g.s., which means

that the exchange correction is of the same importance as Lindhard's
correction.

$5. Application to a high-temperature pl'asma. We repeat here the

calculations of the previous section, under the same approximations, for
a high-temperature plasma where the equilibrium distribution function is
given by

Ío(P):"&)''"*o(- u+) (34)

with p : I lfuT and kn the Boltzmann constant. B(p) is then approximated

AS

(3s)

-+) (36)

/ 
-fr"- ( 

,et(k, O) : I + Qnk)-' (1 + 2fiom\^

In realistic plasmas, our correction can attain a value

d.oes not influence the effective charge, it just gives

length, and represents a negligible effect.

n@) - tu'v nÍo(P): - P !:L Íout)
rn

with which we get from the first terms in (25):

el(k,0) : I + Qpnl-z

where )"p ts the Debye screenittg length

1o : ( nnez|)-b'

The exchange correction gives the term

Bn',nt!'j., 
Iun,!W!(,-!#) : ffi('h,

and thus
z\\
i)) (37)

of the order l0-4. It
a shorter screenittg
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F'or ttr, the first approximation is

4nnez / kz \
etr (k, a)

(38)

(3e)

istic

and the exchange term

Wf t' Iuo'ffi@'à(k'P')

etr(k,a)-r- #(t*h
This correction is still more negligible, as its
plasma is l0-8.

p atd p'.
is along k
(p" 0" Ó')

s with

We have to calculate four double integrals over the momenta
I)ue to the transversality condition (6), we may choose the z ax

and the n axrs along Á. We use spherical coordinates (P, 0 , Ó) and

around the e axis in the usual way.
A. The first integral comes from (30) :

rj.r lur' (,-#)
The integrals ov er P and p' are easily performed, and they leave u

2n2nnn

j.o I. (ó - r', 
ldg 

sin , 
[do' 

sin g'

o o o o 
cosg'

I d,x(a + Ó cos y)-r - 2n(az b')-È if &2

0

\Me obtain, with E - cos 0 and 11 - cos 0',

11
fPÊ

2nzlarlan Ë-4 
-Bnz.J---J-t tlt-rtl

-1 -1

A.pt l' A.p' Á.p \
A \e - A)

4nzeah,zprczkz

l5m3@4 '

/. "efr'_f'"\\(.t* u* //
highest value for a real

APPENDIX

t-
cos 0

2(l - cos g cos 0' - sin 0 sin 0' cos (t' - Ó'))

Applyitrg
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me way as the former integral:

1

f , €rt\ - ,i2 anz\t

Jo,i lg- rtl 
:- 

15

;. written in the dimensionless variables

with polar coordinates (q, 0 , ó)

+ldel d''t' 
6(P

evaluates in the sar

pt .2nzl uu.4 
-1 l

rtegral in (36) can

u:ll+,

ee

in

which on

C. The

(s2):

(P - fo) à(P' - fo)

ron
nd

(p

lua

B.

Fror
and

(t
eoua

lP - p'12 P8

, we may replace
(f"-pL)z + (fa
over the first ter

ts

r(
al

F
a1

e(

f "(fL - f ") 
bY -+(f " pL)z,

- Pb)z)- -+(lp - p'12
m is zero, and the integral (32)

f ,fLf 
"(Ph - f *).

and

t :ll --* $ - p') with polar coordinates about g (see figure 2 ): (t,0", S').

q

Fig. 1 . Spherical coordinates for the evaluation of inte gral C
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The integral is then

"' (#)' e)' Ï #- Ï * e-qz e-(q-')z + :
zfrfr@Znfr@

-!# [ 
u+' ! uu'sin a" 

J 
dt t e-t"i*l*,i,, o jtn Q e-'qz ezqtcoso"

000000

. cos 0 cos 0" * sin 0 sin 0" cos d" 
.

cos 0

The integrals over the angles are trivial:

# P "-u iaq"-,'' ("o,r, 2qt - V)
00

We can make use of

iïr.-,, cosh at : la 
"o"t+J- - 2

and
1

sint' at I -

ï: J 
dz coshazt

0

to obtain

# *Ï *G-. - [ u' e-a"<z-z')) :
00

bnz/. É-gt:Ên'í,-a\.;\'-Jl-'):;\ +r
0

D. For the last integral (38), we first argue in the same \May as for the

integral B to replace f"fLb"@L - f") by +PIPL(PL - f")2.The integral can

be written in the variables

':ll +@-p') and ,:ll *@+p')



AS

*Íun !^n' ffffi f"fL(PL - f")z : I

*, (*)' +(-) Ju' Ju' + ry r" : ffi(R - s)

R : 
Ids 

sl e-sztz 
Iu, # e-Ptz : +

s: jdse -szt' 
Ior+e-F,: +

The whole integral is then equal to (nzrnl3\P).
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